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Abstract
We consider K-means clustering in networked environments (e.g., internet of things (IoT)
and sensor networks) where data is inherently distributed across nodes and processing
power at each node may be limited. We consider a clustering algorithm referred to as
networked K-means, or NK-means, which relies only on local neighborhood information
exchange. Information exchange is limited to low-dimensional statistics and not raw data at
the agents. The proposed approach develops a parametric family of multi-agent clustering
objectives (parameterized by ρ) and associated distributed NK-means algorithms (also
parameterized by ρ). The NK-means algorithm with parameter ρ converges to a set of fixed
points relative to the associated multi-agent objective (designated as generalized minima).
By appropriate choice of ρ, the set of generalized minima may be brought arbitrarily close
to the set of Lloyd’s minima. Thus, the NK-means algorithm may be used to compute
Lloyd’s minima of the collective dataset up to arbitrary accuracy.
Keywords: K-means clustering, Lloyd’s minima, distributed algorithms, distributed
machine learning, network information processing
1. Introduction
K-means clustering is a tool of fundamental importance in computer science and engineer-
ing with a wide range of applications (Jain, 2010; Wu et al., 2008). In this paper we are
interested in studying algorithms for K-means clustering in modern network-based comput-
ing environments where data is naturally distributed across nodes and computational power
at each node may be limited. Settings of interest include the internet of things (IoT) (Xia
et al., 2012), vehicular networks (Hartenstein and Laberteaux, 2008), sensor networks (Yick
et al., 2008), and device-to-device 5G cellular networks (Tehrani et al., 2014).1 A bevy of
recent research has focused on developing decentralized algorithms for machine learning in
such network-based settings (Jakovetic et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2017; Lian et al., 2017;
Sahu et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2018).
The past decade has seen tremendous growth in research and infrastructure development
for the (inherently centralized) cloud computing framework. While beneficial in many
applications, cloud computing has limitations and there is a strong trend towards handling
1. We note that there is some disparity between terminology across fields and the meaning of these terms
is sometimes conflated.
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more computation and data storage at the periphery of the network on user devices or small
data centers close to user devices (Shi et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2015; Satyanarayanan, 2017).
The motivation for this trend is driven by several factors. First, given the proliferation in
data generated by user devices, it can be impractical to communicate all data to centralized
locations for evaluation. For example, current self-driving automobiles generate as much as
1GB of data per second (Shi et al., 2016). Beyond self-driving vehicles, it is estimated that
there will be 50 billion connected IoT devices by the year 2020 (Evans, 2011); handling all
data and computations generated by such devices in a centralized fashion results in high
latency and an impractical burden on the network infrastructure. A second motivation
comes from the perspective of user privacy and data security: many users are opposed to
sharing (possibly sensitive) data with companies or storing such data in centralized locations
(Report, 2012); moreover, storing and processing data in a distributed fashion can mitigate
security risks (McMahan et al., 2016).
In settings involving wireless device-to-device networks (e.g., sensor networks, vehicular
networks, or device-to-device 5G cellular networks), data is often naturally distributed
between nodes of the network and distributed computation schemes are critical in ensuring
robustness and extending network lifetime (Shnayder et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2004).
Formally, in this paper we focus on developing efficient K-means clustering algorithms
for multi-agent systems in which (i) each agent possesses a set of data points Di ⊂ Rp
and (ii) agents may exchange information over some preassigned communication graph
G = (V,E). At a high level, the objective is for agents to cooperatively cluster the joint
dataset D = D1 ∪ · · · ∪DN . (The details of this setting will be made precise in Section 3.3.)
Before proceeding further, we comment on the distributed computation architecture used
in our multi-agent setup. Our distributed setup consists of a collection of M agents with
(limited) storage, computation, and communication capabilities. Agents may have access
to local data (generated by a local data source or acquired through sensing) and agents
interact with other agents, by means of message exchanges, over a preassigned connected
communication network (possibly sparse) to achieve a common computation or inference
goal. (For instance, in a distributed function computation problem, agents may be interested
in computing a function of their collective data.) We direct the readers to (Tsitsiklis,
1984; Tsitsiklis et al., 1986; Bertsekas et al., 1984; Kushner and Yin, 1987; Cybenko, 1989;
DeGroot, 1974) for early work that focuses on a range of collaborative distributed computing
and decision-making in such setups. Over the last decade and more recently, there has
been renewed interest in such setups and variants, motivated by applications in computing,
learning, and optimization in IoT-type setups, ad-hoc networks, peer-to-peer processing,
to name a few. Often a prominent feature in these setups is that, to achieve a common
decision-making objective on the collective data (could be static or streaming), agents do
not directly exchange raw data (possibly very high dimensional) with each other but iterate
(compute and communicate) over appropriate local statistics, preferably of lower dimension
and complexity than their raw data, with the aim of converging to the common quantity of
interest. For instance, in a distributed learning or optimization setup, agents may maintain
a local copy of the parameter or optimizer that minimizes a global risk function based
on their collective data, and these local copies are iteratively updated by means of local
computation and inter-agent message exchanges with the goal of converging to the desired
optimizer or a reasonable approximation. For a sample of recent advances in the field,
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we direct the readers to (Boyd et al., 2006; Dimakis et al., 2010; Kar et al., 2012, 2013;
Schizas et al., 2008; Lopes and Sayed, 2008; Tsianos and Rabbat, 2012; Towfic et al., 2016;
Yuan et al., 2018; Vanli et al., 2017; Nedic and Olshevsky, 2016; Ram et al., 2009; Sahu
and Kar, 2016; Jakovetic et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015; Ma and Taka´cˇ, 2015; Heinze et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2013) that study a broad range of distributed decision-making problems
in multi-agent setups ranging from distributed parameter estimation to online stochastic
optimization.
In general, the problem of computing a globally optimal K-means clustering is NP-hard.
A popular relaxed solution concept is that of a Lloyd’s minimum (Lloyd, 1982); in this pa-
per, we will focus on developing distributed algorithms for computing Lloyd’s minima. More
specifically, in the current distributed K-means context, we adopt a multi-agent viewpoint
as described above and present a distributed algorithm, referred to as the networked K-
means (or NK-means) of the consensus+innovations type (Kar et al., 2012; Kar and Moura,
2013). The consensus+innovations type approach is well suited to such distributed setups
(see also the relevant family of diffusion algorithms (Lopes and Sayed, 2008)) in which each
agent maintains a local copy (estimate) of the desired K cluster heads for the collective
network data and iteratively updates their local copies by simultaneously assimilating the
estimates of the neighboring agents2 (the consensus or agreement potential) and taking a
refinement step using their local data (the innovation potential).
Main Contributions. The main contributions of the paper are the following:
1. We propose an algorithm (or, more precisely, a parametric class of algorithms) for
K-means clustering in networked multi-agent settings with distributed data. We refer to
this algorithm as networked K-means, or NK-means in short.
The proposed class of algorithms is parameterized by ρ ∈ N+. Solutions obtained by
the algorithm may be brought arbitrarily close to the set of Lloyd’s minima by appropriate
choice of ρ. Our next contribution makes this relationship precise.
2. We introduce the notion of a generalized Lloyd’s minimum—a generalization of the
classical Lloyd’s minimum adapted to the multi-agent setting. As with the NK-means
algorithm, the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima are parameterized by a parameter ρ ∈ N+.
We show that an instantiation of the NK-means algorithm with parameter ρ converges to
the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima with parameter ρ (Theorem 8). Moreover, we show
that as ρ→∞, the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima approaches the set of classical Lloyd’s
minima (Theorem 6).
Theorems 6 and 8 together show that the NK-means algorithm can be used to compute
Lloyd’s minima up to arbitrary accuracy.
3. Generalized Lloyd’s minima are obtained as (generalized) minima of a ρ-relaxed
multi-agent K-means objective denoted by Qρ. In addition to characterizing the behavior
of the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima as ρ→∞, it is shown that the set of global minima
of Qρ converges to the set of global minima of the classical K-means objective as ρ → ∞,
and a characterization of the rate of convergence is given (Theorem 32).
2. The neighborhood of an agent here refers to its communication neighborhood and consists of those agents
that can directly communicate with the agent.
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A formal presentation of these results and additional discussion, including the tradeoffs
inherent in the choice of ρ, will be given in Section 6.
Related Work. The problem of clustering in a network-based setting with distributed
data was considered in (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2006) using an approach in which data is
replicated at all nodes. Similar approaches were taken in (Datta et al., 2009, 2006a,b). In
contrast to these works, the present paper does not rely on replicating data across nodes,
which can be impractical in large-scale settings and jeopardize or violate user privacy. The
work (Di Fatta et al., 2013) considers algorithms for K-means clustering in this setting
with promising experimental results but does not provide any theoretical analysis. The
work (Oliva et al., 2013) considers K-means clustering in a sensor network setting in which
each node holds a single data point (but not a data set). The algorithm relies on finite-
time consensus techniques to mimic the centralized K-means algorithm. This technique
is extended in (Qin et al., 2017) to consider improved initialization schemes per (Arthur
and Vassilvitskii, 2007). The work (Jagannathan and Wright, 2005) considers a privacy-
preserving protocol for K-means clustering when data is distributed between two parties.
When the underlying dataset is large, the problem of finding even an approximately op-
timal solution to the K-means clustering problem can be computationally demanding. From
this perspective, several papers have considered methods for parallelizing the computation
by distributing data among several machines. The work (Balcan et al., 2013) considers an
approach in which each node computes a coreset (i.e., a subset of the data that serves a
good approximation for the purpose of clustering; see (Har-Peled and Mazumdar, 2004)) of
its local data. The individual coresets are then transmitted via an overlaid communication
graph to a central node, which determines an approximately optimal solution for the full
K-means problem. (Alternatively, the network may be flooded with the individual coresets
and the solution computed at each node.) The suboptimality of the solution is bounded, and
an estimate on the required number of communications is established. The work (Bateni
et al., 2014) follows a similar approach to (Balcan et al., 2013) but incorporates balancing
constraints. The works (Malkomes et al., 2015) and (Awasthi et al., 2017) propose dis-
tributed clustering algorithms that are robust to outliers. Our work differs from these in
several aspects. First, our approach does not require any centralized node or flooding of
the network. Moreover, it is based on consensus+innovations techniques, which have been
shown to be robust to errors and disturbances common in network-based settings (e.g., link
failures, changes in communication topology, and agents entering or exiting the network)
(Kar et al., 2012). Such approaches are also robust in that there is no central point of fail-
ure. Furthermore, our approach does not require explicit sharing of any data points, which
can compromise privacy. From a broader perspective, the fundamental motivation for our
work differs from these in that we are motivated by applications in IoT-type networks where
data is naturally distributed and computational power at each node may be limited.
A closely related line of research considers algorithms for distributed optimization. The
majority of this research has focused on convex problems (Nedic and Ozdaglar, 2009; Boyd
et al., 2011; Rabbat and Nowak, 2004; Mota et al., 2013; Sahu et al., 2018), though recent
research has begun to investigate non-convex problems (Scutari et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2016;
Tatarenko and Touri, 2017). The present work may be seen as a contribution in this area in
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that it develops an algorithm for distributed optimization with a non-convex non-smooth
objective.
We remark that, from a technical perspective, our work differs from many works on
K-means clustering (centralized or otherwise) in that we make no assumptions on the data
beyond the minimum assumption that the dataset has at least K-distinct datapoints. In
particular, we do not assume that datapoints are distinct. This is necessary to handle de-
generate cases that may arise in the multi-agent distributed-data framework. For example,
if two agents have access to the same data source there can be redundancy in the collective
dataset. This introduces technical challenges into the analysis of algorithms for K-means
clustering, which are non-trivial to address.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up
notation. Section 3 reviews the classical K-means problem and the notion of a Lloyd’s
minimum. Section 4 introduces our generalized multi-agent K-means clustering objective
and introduces the notion of a generalized Lloyd’s minimum. Section 5 presents the NK-
means algorithm. Section 6 summarizes the main results of the paper. Section 7 presents
a simple illustrative example. The remaining sections are devoted to the analysis of the
NK-means algorithm and properties of generalized Lloyd’s minima. Section 8 proves that
the NK-means algorithm with parameter ρ converges to the set of generalized Lloyd’s
minima with parameter ρ. Section 9 shows that the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima with
parameter ρ converges to the set classical Lloyd’s minima as ρ → ∞. Section 10 shows
that global minima of the generalized multi-agent K-means objective converge to the set of
global minima of the classical K-means objective as ρ→∞.
2. Notation
We denote by |X | the cardinality of a finite set X . Let R+ = [0,∞) and N+ = {1, 2, . . . , }.
Let ‖ · ‖ denote the `2 norm on Rp. Given a set S ⊂ Rp and a point x ∈ Rp, let d(x, S) =
infy∈S ‖x− y‖. For n ∈ N+, let In denote the identity matrix of size n. Given a set S ⊂ Rp,
let co(S) denote the closed convex hull of S. Given a finite set of vectors xk ∈ Rp, let
Veck(xk) denote the vector stacking all vectors xk across the index set.
Given a set S ⊂ Rp, we say that a collection of sets P = {P1, . . . ,PK}, Pk ⊂ Rp is a
partition of size K of S if
⋃K
k=1 Pk = S and Pk ∩ Pk
′
= ∅ for all k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, k 6= k′.
Note that some sets in a partition may be empty.
Given a (undirected) graph G = (V,E) on M agents or nodes, with node set V indexed
as V = {1, · · · ,M}, the associated graph Laplacian is given by L = D − A, where D is
the degree matrix of the graph and A is the adjacency matrix. The set of neighbors of
agent m is given by Ωm = {i ∈ V : (i,m) ∈ E}. The Laplacian L is a positive semidefinite
matrix. Denoting by 0 = λ1(L) ≤ λ2(L) ≤ · · · ≤ λM (L) the eigenvalues of L, we note that
λ2(L) > 0 if and only G is connected. A review of spectral graph theory can be found in
(Chung and Graham, 1997).
Several symbols will be introduced through the course of presenting and proving the
results in the paper. For convenience, a reference list of frequently used symbols is included
in Appendix A.
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3. Problem Formulation and Preliminaries
We will now review the classical K-means clustering problem, Lloyd’s algorithm, and the
notion of a Lloyd’s minimum. After reviewing these concepts in Sections 3.1–3.2, Section
3.3 formally states the K-means problem in the networked multi-agent distributed-data
framework.
3.1 The Classical K-Means Clustering Problem
Let D denote a finite collection of data points taking values in an Euclidean space Rp, p ≥ 1
and let N = |D|. Given some K ∈ {2, . . . , N}, the K-means clustering cost for a tuple of
so-called cluster heads3 x = {x1, . . . ,xK}, xk ∈ Rp, k = 1, . . . ,K is given by
F(x) =
∑
y∈D
min
k=1,··· ,K
‖y − xk‖2. (1)
The K-means clustering problem consists of solving the non-convex optimization problem
(see (Selim and Ismail, 1984))
inf
{x1,...,xK}
F(x), (2)
where the optimization is taken over the set of feasible cluster heads xk ∈ Rp, k = 1, . . . ,K.
We remark that a global minimizer exists (i.e., the infimum in (2) is attainable) but need
not be unique.
A tuple of cluster heads x = {x1, . . . ,xK} induces a natural partitioning (not necessarily
unique) of the dataset under the cost function (2). In particular, for any K-tuple of cluster
heads x we may associate with x any partition P = {P1, . . . ,PK} of D such that for each
y ∈ D there holds
y ∈ Pk =⇒ ‖y − xk‖ ≤ ‖y − xk′‖ for all k′ = 1, . . . ,K. (3)
Note that for any such partition we have F(x) = ∑Kk=1∑y∈Pk ‖y − xk‖2.
Given an arbitrary partition P = {P1, . . . ,PK} of the dataset D and a set of cluster
heads x = {x1, . . . ,xK}, let H : (x,P) 7→ R+ be the cost function
H(x,P) =
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Pk
‖y − xk‖2. (4)
Intuitively, for a given tuple (x,P), the quantity H(x,P) reflects the `2 distortion cost of
partitioning the data D into clusters P1, . . . ,PK and, for each k = 1, · · · ,K, taking xk to
be the representative of all the data points in the k-th cluster Pk. It is readily shown that
the K-means clustering problem as posed in (2) is equivalent to the problem
inf
{x1,··· ,xK},{P1,··· ,PK}
H(x,P) (5)
of jointly minimizing the cost (4) over all tuples (x,P) of cluster heads and partitions, in
that, if (x∗,P∗) is a global minimizer of (5), then x∗ is a global minimizer of (2); and,
3. Unless stated otherwise, we use the terms cluster head and cluster center interchangeably.
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conversely, if x∗ is a global minimizer of (2), then the tuple (x∗,P∗) is a global minimizer
of (5), where P∗ may be any partition satisfying (3) with x = x∗. Given the equivalence
between the optimization problems (2) and (5), the latter will also be referred to as the
K-means clustering problem.
The following mild assumption will be enforced throughout.
Assumption 3.1 The collective data set D consists of at least K distinct data points.
Under this assumption the following properties hold for any global minimizer of (2) or
(5).
Proposition 1 Let Assumption 3.1 hold. Then any global minimizer x∗ = {x∗1, · · · ,x∗K}
of (2) satisfies x∗k ∈ co(D) for all k. Furthermore, a global minimizer consists of K distinct
cluster centers, i.e., x∗,k 6= x∗,k′ for all k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, k 6= k′.
Similarly, if a tuple {x∗,P∗} is a global minimizer of (5), we have that the K cluster
centers {x∗1, · · · ,x∗K} are distinct, x∗k ∈ co(D) for all k, and additionally P∗k 6= ∅ for all
k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.
The proof of this proposition is straightforward and omitted for brevity.
3.2 Lloyd’s algorithm and local minima of K-means
As noted earlier, the K-means clustering objective (2) is non-convex. Indeed the problem
of finding a global optimal K-means clustering with respect to (5) is NP hard (Aloise et al.,
2009). Hence, in practice, it may only be possible to obtain local minima or approximate
solutions of (2).
A commonly adopted notion of approximate solutions of theK-means clustering problem
is that of Lloyd’s minima (Friedman et al., 2001). The set of Lloyd’s minima consist of
a set of approximate solutions to (2) which are obtained as limit points of an iterative
procedure, referred to as Lloyd’s algorithm (Lloyd, 1982) (or sometimes simply as the k-
means algorithm). Specifically, consider the optimization formulation (5) and let (x0,P0)
be an initial solution estimate. Lloyd’s algorithm is an iterative procedure that generates a
sequence {(xt,Pt)} of tuples of cluster heads and clusters starting with the initial estimate
(x0,P0), where, at each iteration t ∈ N+, the tuple (xt,Pt) is updated according to the
following two-step procedure:
(i) Reassignment of clusters. For each data point y ∈ D, let ωy(t) ∈ {1, · · · ,K} be
the index of the cluster it belongs to at iteration t. If there exists k´ ∈ {1, · · · ,K} such
that ‖y − xk´t ‖ < ‖y − xωy(t)t ‖, then y is moved (reassigned) to cluster P k´. (Note, if
there exist multiple such k´’s, the point y may be arbitrarily assigned to any one of
them.) The above reassignment is performed for each point y ∈ D which generates
the new set Pt+1 of clusters.
(ii) Center update. Subsequently, the new cluster centers xt+1 = {x1t+1, · · · ,xKt+1} are
obtained as the centroids of the respective clusters, i.e.,
xkt+1 =
1
|Pkt+1|
∑
y∈D
y ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. (6)
7
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More precisely, the above center update (6) is performed only if |Pkt+1| 6= 0; otherwise,
for definiteness, we set xkt+1 = x
k
t .
It is important to note that the reassignment and center update steps are locally optimal,
in the sense that, for all t,
Pt+1 ∈ argminPH(xt,P) and xt+1 ∈ argminxH(x,Pt+1). (7)
As a consequence, the clustering cost improves at every step, i.e., for all t,
H(xt+1,Pt+1) ≤ H(xt,Pt+1) ≤ H(xt,Pt). (8)
Let L denote the set of fixed points of Lloyd’s algorithm, i.e., a pair (x˘, P˘) ∈ L if and only
if
P˘ ∈ argminPH(x˘, P˘) and x˘ ∈ argminxH(x, P˘). (9)
It follows, by the step-wise cost-improvement property (8) and the fact that the number
of possible partitions of the data set D is finite, that the sequence {xt,Pt} generated by
Lloyd’s algorithm converges to a fixed point in L in finite time. The particular fixed point to
which the algorithm converges is heavily dependent on the initial choice (x0,P0) of cluster
center and cluster (Milligan, 1980).
The set L is also referred to as the set of Lloyd’s minima for the optimization formula-
tion (5). (For a detailed discussion on aspects of local optimality and stability of Lloyd’s
minima, we refer the reader to (Selim and Ismail, 1984).) Further, denote by Z the subset
of cluster centers given by
Z =
{
x˘ | ∃ P˘ such that (x˘, P˘) ∈ L
}
. (10)
By convention, we will also refer to the set Z as the set of Lloyd’s minima for the K-means
clustering formulation (2).
Remark 2 It may be noted that, if x˘ ∈ Z, then F(x˘) = H(x˘, P˘) for any P˘ such that
(x˘, P˘) ∈ L; conversely, it follows that, if a pair (x˘, P˘) ∈ L, then F(x˘) = H(x˘, P˘). We also
note that the set L may consist of tuples (x˘, P˘) for which one or more of the sets {P˘k}Kk=1
constituting the partition P˘ could be empty; similarly, the set Z of Lloyd’s minima may
consist of elements x˘ for which the K cluster centers {x˘k}Kk=1 need not be all distinct. In
fact, in general, it is not hard to find initializations that would lead the Lloyd’s algorithm
to converge to partitions with one or more empty sets or cluster centers that are not all
distinct, see (Telgarsky and Vattani, 2010) for more detailed discussions and analyses.
Finally, denote by Lg the set of global minima of (5). Note that a pair (x˘, P˘) ∈ Lg is
necessarily a fixed point of Lloyd’s algorithm (in the sense of (9)).
Denote by Zg the set of global minima of the K-means formulation (2), i.e.,
Zg =
{
x˘ | ∃ P˘ such that (x˘, P˘) ∈ Lg
}
, (11)
and, note that by (10), Zg ⊂ Z.
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3.3 K-Means with Distributed Data
Through the remainder of the paper we will consider the following distributed data frame-
work. Assume there are M agents, each with access to some local dataset Dm consisting
of points in Rp. In this paper we are interested in studying decentralized methods for
computing K-means clusterings of the collective dataset
D = D1 ∪ · · · ∪ DM .
We denote by Nm = |Dm| the size of the dataset at agent m, m = 1, · · · ,M , with∑M
m=1Nm = N . For convenience, we will index the n-th datapoint, n = 1, · · · , Nm in
the m-th agent by ym,n. We will assume that agents’ ability to communicate with one
another is restricted as follows.
Assumption 3.2 Agents may only communicate with neighboring agents as defined by
some communication graph G = (V,E), where agents correspond to vertices in the graph
and an edge (bidirectional) between vertices indicates the ability of the agents to exchange
information.
Lloyd’s algorithm is inherently centralized, in that, both the reassignment and center
update steps at each iteration require access to the entire data set D. Implementing Lloyd’s
algorithm in a multi-agent setting in which the data set D is distributed across multi-
ple agents, would require either fully centralized coordination or all-to-all communication
between the agents at all times (or equivalent assumptions). However, in practice, and
especially in large-scale settings, inter-agent communication can be sparse and ad-hoc (for
instance, envision a scenario in which the agents or data centers correspond to a network
of cellphone users or sensors), centralized coordination may not be achievable and raw data
exchange among the agents may be prohibited.
These concerns motivate the current study in which we present efficient distributed
approaches for K-means clustering in possibly large-scale, realistic multi-agent networks.
4. A Generalized Multi-Agent K-Means Objective
As noted in the previous section, Lloyd’s algorithm is inherently centralized. In this section
we will set up a multi-agent K-means objective which will be used to design a class of
decentralized K-means algorithms.
In Section 4.1 we will formulate the generalized multi-agent K-means objective. In
Section 4.2 we will introduce the notion of a generalized Lloyd’s minimum (the analog
of the Lloyd’s minimum in the multi-agent setting) and discuss properties of generalized
Lloyd’s minima.
4.1 Multi-Agent K-Means Objective Formulation
As a matter of notation, for each agent m, denote by Cm the set of all partitions of size K
of the local data Dm at agent m.
To motivate our construction and in view of the fact that the problem data D is dis-
tributed across multiple agents, we start by noting that the K-means formulation (5) may be
9
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equivalently written as a multi-agent optimization problem in which the goal is to minimize
a separable cost function subject to an inter-agent coupling constraint as follows:
inf{(x1,C1),··· ,(xM ,CM )}
∑M
m=1
∑K
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm ‖y − xkm‖2
subject to
x1 = x2 = · · · = xM ,
(12)
where the minimization in (12) is performed over all admissible M -tuples of local cluster
center and cluster pairs {(x1, C1), · · · , (xM , CM )}, i.e., for each m = 1, · · · ,M , the pair
(xm, Cm) consists of a K-tuple xm = (x1m, · · · ,xKm), xkm ∈ Rp, k = 1, . . . ,K and a partition
Cm ∈ Cm. At times we will find it convenient to treat the K-tuple of cluster centers
xm = {x1m, · · · ,xKm} at agent m as a vector in RKp and the M -tuple x = {x1, . . . ,xM} as
a vector in RKMp.
Observe that the formulation (12) has a separable objective in that the objective is the
sum of M cost terms in which the m-th cost term, m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, is a function of only
the local variables (xm, Cm) and local data Dm of the m-th agent. Note, however, that the
equality constraint enforces the coupling between the cluster center variables.
The formulations (12) and (5) are equivalent in the sense that if {(x˘1, C˘1), . . . , (x˘M , C˘M )}
is a global minimizer of (12), then setting
x˘ = x˘1 = · · · = x˘M and Pk = Ck1 ∪ · · · ∪ CkM
for k = 1, . . . ,K, and P = {P1, . . . ,PK}, the pair (x˘,P) is a global minimizer of (5).
In particular, note that x˘ = {x˘1, . . . , x˘K} is an admissible tuple of cluster centers and
P = {P1, . . . ,PK} is a partition of the collective data D. To see that (x˘,P) is a global
minimizer of (5) note that if, on the contrary, there exists another pair (x̂, P̂) such that
H(x̂, P̂) < H(x˘, P˘), then the M -tuple {(x̂, Ĉ1), · · · , (x̂, ĈM )}, with Ĉkm = P̂k ∩ Dm for all
m = 1, · · · ,M and k = 1, · · · ,K, would be feasible for the optimization formulation (12)
and achieve a strictly lower cost than {(x˘1, C˘1), · · · , (x˘M , C˘M )}. Similarly, it may be shown
that if (x˘, P˘) is a global minimizer of (5), then the M -tuple {(x˘, C˘1), · · · , (x˘, C˘M )}, with
C˘km = P˘k ∩ Dm for all m = 1, · · · ,M and k = 1, · · · ,K, constitutes a minimizer of (12).
To facilitate the development of iterative distributed K-means algorithms, we assume
that the agents may exchange information over a preassigned communication graph. We
denote by G = (V,E) the inter-agent communication graph with V = {1, · · · ,M} denoting
the set of M agents and E the set of (undirected) communication links between agents.
The inter-agent communication graph is assumed to be connected, but otherwise arbitrary
(possibly sparse). Formally:
Assumption 4.1 The inter-agent communication graph G is connected, or, equivalently,
λ2(L) > 0, where λ2(L) denotes the second eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian matrix L.
Under this assumption the formulation (12) is equivalent to the formulation
inf{(x1,C1),··· ,(xM ,CM )}
∑M
m=1
∑K
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm ‖y − xkm‖2
subject to
xm = xl for all pairs (m, l) ∈ E.
(13)
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The following objective function will allow us to consider unconstrained relaxations of
(13): For a fixed ρ ∈ N+ and x ∈ RKMp and C = (C1, . . . , CM ) ∈ C1 × · · · × CM define
Jρ(x, C) = 1
ρ
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm
‖y − xkm‖2 +
∑
(m,l)∈E
K∑
k=1
‖xkm − xkl ‖2. (14)
The first term above corresponds to the clustering cost while the second term penalizes
deviations from the constraint set in (13) with increasing severity as ρ → ∞. This gives
rise to the following relaxation of (13).
inf
x∈RKMp
C∈C
Jρ(x, C) (15)
where ρ ∈ N+ is a relaxation parameter.
4.2 Generalized Lloyd’s Minimum
We now introduce the notion of a generalized Lloyd’s minimum.
We start by noting that for each ρ ∈ N+, (15) is equivalent to the formulation
inf
x∈RKMp
Qρ(x), (16)
where
Qρ(x) =
1
ρ
M∑
m=1
∑
y∈Dm
min
k=1,··· ,K
‖y − xkm‖2 +
∑
(m,l)∈E
K∑
k=1
‖xkm − xkl ‖2 (17)
and the minimization in (16) is to be performed over all M -tuples x = {x1, · · · ,xM} of
(local) cluster centers. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that if {(x˘1, C1), · · · , (x˘M , CM )}
is a global minimum of (15) then {x˘1, · · · , x˘M} is a global minimum of (16) and, conversely,
if {x˘1, · · · , x˘M} is a global minimum of (16), then the M -tuple {(x˘1, C1), · · · , (x˘M , CM )} is
a global minimum of (15), where, for each m, Cm may be taken to be an element of Cm
satisfying the property that, for each y ∈ Dm, y ∈ Ckm only if
‖y − x˘km‖ ≤ ‖y − x˘k´m‖ for all k´ ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. (18)
In what follows we will denote by J ρg the set of global minima of the formulation (15), and
denote by Mρg the set of global minima of (16). We have by the above equivalence,
Mρg =
{
x˘ = {x˘1, · · · , x˘M} | ∃ C = {C1, · · · , CM} such that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg
}
. (19)
Now, note that the relaxation (15) of (13) is (still) non-convex. The following definition
introduces a notion of an approximate minimum.
Definition 3 (Generalized Lloyd’s Minimum) A pair (x˘, C˘) ∈ K is said to be a gen-
eralized Lloyd’s minimum or a generalized minimum of Jρ(·, ·) if
(i) for each m and y ∈ Dm,
y ∈ Ckm only if ‖y − x˘km‖ ≤ ‖y − x˘k´m‖, ∀k´ (20)
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and,
(ii) for each m and k,
x˘km =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm y +
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k
l
(1/ρ)|Ckm|+ |Ωm|
. (21)
Remark 4 Note that given a fixed clustering C ∈ C1×· · ·×CM , the function x 7→ Jρ(x, C)
is convex and differentiable with a unique minimizer. In particular, a vector x? ∈ RMKp
minimizes x 7→ Jρ(x, C) if and only if
x?,km =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm y +
∑
l∈Ωm x
?,k
l
(1/ρ)|Ckm|+ |Ωm|
holds for all k = 1, . . . ,K, m = 1, . . . ,M . Thus, in words, the above definition states that a
tuple (x˘, C˘) is an element of J ρ if and only if (i) for x˘ fixed, C˘ is an “optimal” partitioning
of the datapoints, and (ii), for C˘ fixed, x˘ optimizes the generalized objective x 7→ Jρ(x, C˘).
This may be compared to the classical definition of a Lloyd’s minimum (9).
The following notation, which will be used through the remainder of the paper, will
facilitate discussion of generalized minima. For each x ∈ RMKp, i.e., an M -tuple x =
{x1, · · · ,xM} of potential cluster centers, let Ux denote the subset of C1 × · · · × CM such
that a M -tuple C ∈ C1×· · ·×CM belongs to Ux if the following holds for all m = 1, · · · ,M
and y ∈ Dm:
y ∈ Ckm =⇒ ‖y − xkm‖ ≤ ‖y − xk´m‖, ∀k´. (22)
Note that, analogous to the conditions given in (9) for a Lloyd’s minimum, a tuple (x˘, C˘)
is a generalized minimum if and only if
C˘ ∈ Ux˘ and x˘ ∈ argminxJρ(x, C˘).
The set of all generalized minima of Jρ(·, ·) will be denoted by J ρ. Additionally, denote
by Mρ the set
Mρ = {x˘ = {x˘1, · · · , x˘M} | ∃ C = {C1, · · · , CM} such that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρ} . (23)
By abusing notation, an element x˘ ∈Mρ will also be referred to as a generalized minimum
of Jρ(·, ·) or Qρ(·).
For each x ∈ RKMp define Ux (may be empty) to be the subset of Ux given by
Ux =
{
C ∈ Ux : xkm =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm y +
∑
l∈Ωm x
k
l
(1/ρ)|Ckm|+ |Ωm|
, ∀m and k
}
.
Note that a M -tuple x = {x1, · · · ,xM} is a generalized minimum of Jρ(·, ·) if and only if
Ux is non-empty, i.e.,
x ∈Mρ ⇐⇒ Ux 6= ∅. (24)
The following proposition shows that the set of generalized minima (in the sense of
Definition 3) subsumes the set of global minima of Jρ(·, ·).
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Proposition 5 For each ρ ∈ N+, we have that J ρg ⊂ J ρ and Mρg ⊂Mρ.
The proof of this proposition follows readily from Remark 4.
In Sections 9 and 10 (and, in particular, Theorems 6 and 7) we will formally quantify the
relationship between the set Mρ of generalized minima of Jρ(·, ·) and the set Z of Lloyd’s
minima of the classical K-means formulation given in Section 2. Informally, we will show
that as ρ→∞ the setMρ approaches the set of Lloyd’s minima Z, thus justifying the role
of ρ as a relaxation parameter.
5. Distributed NK-means Algorithm
We now propose a distributed K-means clustering algorithm, designated as the NK-means
algorithm. The NK-means is a distributed iterative algorithm, in which each agent m
updates its local estimate of the cluster centers by simultaneously processing their local
data Dm and information received from neighboring agents (to be specified shortly). For
each agent m = 1, . . . ,M , let xm(t) = {x1m(t), . . . ,xKm(t)} denote a set of (local) cluster
centers and let Cm(t) = {C1m(t), . . . , CKm (t)} ∈ Cm denote a K-partition of the local dataset
Dm at iteration t ∈ N+.
In the following algorithm, each agent will update its sequence {xm(t), Cm(t)}t∈N+ of
(local) cluster centers and clusters in a distributed fashion. More precisely, the algorithm is
initialized by letting each agent m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} select an arbitrary initial seed denoted by
xm(0) ∈ RMp. Subsequently, at each iteration t ≥ 0, each agent m = 1, . . . ,M performs a
reassign step and a center update step to refine its current local partition Cm(t) and cluster
centers estimates xm(t) as follows:
(i) Reassign. The local partition Cm(t + 1) at agent m is taken to be an arbitrary
partition of Dm satisfying
y ∈ Ckm(t+ 1) =⇒ ‖y − xkm(t)‖ ≤ ‖y − xk´m(t)‖, ∀k´, (25)
for each y ∈ Dm.
(ii) Center update. Once Cm(t + 1) is obtained (selected), for each k = 1, · · · ,K, the
k-th cluster center at agent m is updated as
xkm(t+ 1) = x
k
m(t)− α
(
xkm(t)− µkm(t+ 1)
)
, (26)
where
µkm(t+ 1) =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm(t+1) y +
∑
l∈Ωm x
k
l (t)
(1/ρ)|Cmk (t+ 1)|+ |Ωm|
(27)
and Ωm denotes the communication neighborhood of agent m (with respect to the
assigned communication graph G).
We note that the parameter ρ ∈ (0,∞) is a design constant which affects the quality of
the solution asymptotically obtained (see Theorem 7), whereas, the constant α is a positive
weight parameter assumed to satisfy the following assumption.
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Assumption 5.1 The weight parameter α satisfies the following condition:
0 < α <
dmin
(1/ρ)N∗ + λM (L)
, (28)
where N∗ = max(N1, · · · , NM ), dmin and dmax denote the minimum and maximum degrees
respectively of the inter-agent communication graph, and λM (L) is the largest eigenvalue of
the graph Laplacian matrix L.
We remark that Assumption 4.1 implies that |Ωm| > 0 for each m. The procedure (25)–
(27) is clearly distributed as at any given instant t the cluster and cluster center update at
an agent m is based on purely local computation and information exchange with neighboring
agents. In particular, we note that the agents do not exchange raw data, i.e., individual
datasets are not exchanged, but achieve collaboration by means of sharing their local cluster
center estimates with neighboring agents. We will refer to the distributed algorithm (25)–
(27) as networked K-means or NK-means in short. Note that by varying ρ in the interval
(0,∞), we, in fact, obtain a parametric family of algorithms.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the convergence analysis of the NK-means algorithm
and quantifying how it relates to the original (centralized) K-means objective (2).
6. Main Results
We now collect the main results of the paper (Theorems 6–8 below).
Our first main result characterizes the relationship between classical Lloyd’s minima and
generalized Lloyd’s minima (with parameter ρ) introduced in Section 4.2. In particular, the
result shows that, as ρ→∞, the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima converges to the set of
classical Lloyd’s minima.
Before stating the theorem, we require a few definitions. Note that it is possible to have
a pair (x,P) that is optimal in the sense of Lloyd (9), but where some cluster Pk in the
partition P is empty and the corresponding cluster center xk is not contained in co(D).
Such a solution may be considered to be degenerate. In the multi-agent setting, a similar
issue can occur with generalized minima in the sense of Definition 3. In order to avoid
such degeneracies, it is helpful to consider solutions whose cluster centers are contained in
co(D). Formally, let
Z =
{
x ∈ Z : xk ∈ co(D) ∀k
}
, (29)
and for ρ ∈ N+ let
Mρ =
{
x˘ ∈Mρ : x˘km ∈ co(D) ∀m, k
}
. (30)
Our first main result is the following.
Theorem 6 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 hold and {x˘ρ}ρ∈N+ be a sequence such
that x˘ρ ∈Mρ for each ρ ∈ N+. Then, for each m = 1, . . . ,M , we have that
lim
ρ→∞ d
(
x˘ρm,Z
)
= 0. (31)
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Theorem 6 relates the generalized minima (as a function of the parameter ρ) to Lloyd’s
minima of the (centralized) clustering problem as ρ → ∞. Specifically, it states that for
generalized minima x˘ρ = {x˘ρ1, · · · , x˘ρM}, each component x˘ρm = {x˘ρ,1m , · · · , x˘ρ,Km } (corre-
sponding to a potential K-means clustering) approaches the set Z of Lloyd’s minima of the
(centralized) clustering problem as ρ → ∞. It is important to note here that the conver-
gence in Theorem 6 holds irrespective of how the sequence {x˘ρ}ρ∈N+ is constructed and, in
particular, independent of any algorithm that might be used to generate such a sequence.
In fact, a stronger version of Theorem 6 is obtained in Corollary 18, where we show that
the convergence in (31) is uniform, i.e., the following holds:
lim
ρ→∞ sup
x˘ρ∈Mρ
max
m=1,··· ,M
d
(
x˘ρm,Z
)
= 0.
Theorem 6 is proved in Section 9 where we consider asymptotic properties of the set of
generalized minima Mρ as ρ→∞.
Our second main result characterizes the relationship between global minima of the clas-
sical K-means clustering objective and global minima of the mutli-agent objective intro-
duced in Section 4. First, the result shows that as ρ→∞, global minima of the multi-agent
objective Qρ converge to global minima of the classical K-means objective. Second, the
result quantifies the efficiency of global minima of Qρ in terms of the classical K-means
objective. This can facilitate the choice of ρ in practice and gives a characterization of the
rate at which generalized Lloyd’s minima converge to the set of Lloyd’s minima as ρ→∞.
Theorem 7 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 hold and {x˘ρ}ρ∈N+ be a sequence such
that x˘ρ ∈Mρg for each ρ ∈ N+. Then, for each m, we have that
lim
ρ→∞ d (x˘
ρ
m,Zg) = 0. (32)
Furthermore, letting F∗ denote the global minimum value of (2) we have that
F(x˘ρm) ≤ F∗ +
16
√
MR20|D|2
ρλ2(L)
, (33)
where R0 = maxv∈co(D) ‖v‖.
Similar to Theorem 6, the convergence in Theorem 7 may be shown to be uniform, i.e., the
following holds (see Corollary 24)
lim
ρ→∞ supx˘ρ∈Mρg
max
m=1,··· ,M
d (x˘ρm,Zg) = 0.
Theorem 7 is proved in Section 10 where we consider asymptotic properties of the set of
global minima Mρg as ρ→∞.
Our final main result shows that the NK-means algorithm (with parameter ρ) converges
to the set of generalized Lloyd’s minima. In what follows we will use the notation xt to
denote the vector Vecm,k(x
k
m(t)) at iteration t and we let Ct = {C1(t), . . . , CM (t)} denote
the tuple containing the clusterings at each agent.
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Theorem 8 For a fixed ρ, let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 hold and let {xt} be
a sequence of cluster centers generated by the NK-means algorithm, i.e., the distributed
procedure (25)–(27). Then {xt} converges as t→∞ to a generalized minimum x˘ of Qρ(·).
Furthermore the sequence of clusterings {Ct} generated by (25)–(27) converges in finite time
to the set of optimal clusterings under x˘, i.e., there exists a finite T > 0 such that Ct ∈ Ux˘
for all t ≥ T .
Theorem 8 is proved in Section 8 where we consider convergence properties of the NK-
means algorithm. Combined with Theorem 6 (see also Corollary 18), this shows that the
NK-means algorithm can be used to compute Lloyd’s minima up to arbitrary accuracy.
Various aspects of the convergence of the NK-means algorithm are discussed in Section 6.1
below and further illustrated through a numerical study in Section 7.
6.1 Discussion
Convergence of the NK-means Algorithm. Theorem 8 ensures that the sequence of
cluster heads {x˘t} generated by the NK-means algorithm converges to some tuple x˘ ∈
RMKp that is optimal in the sense of a generalized Lloyd’s minimum.
Likewise, the sequence of clusters Ct generated by the NK-means algorithm also con-
verges, but to the set of optimal clusterings corresponding to x˘. To be more precise, a
technical (and generally pathalogical) difficulty which arises in studying K-means clustering
is the problem that an optimal tuple of cluster heads may admit more than one permissible
clustering. In particular, if some datapoint is precisely equidistant from two or more cluster
heads, then the datapoint may be optimally assigned to any cluster corresponding to any
such cluster head.
Assuming xt → x˘, recall that Ux˘ is the set of permissible clusterings corresponding to
the (optimal) limit point x˘ (see (22) and preceeding discussion). If Ux˘ contains only one
permissible clustering, then Ct will converge to the (unique) optimal clustering in Ux˘ after
some finite time T (see Lemma 15 and Remark 16). In the degenerate case that Ux˘ contains
more than one permissible clustering (i.e., if for some m there exist two or more cluster heads
x˘km in x˘m which are equidistant from a datapoint in Dm), then Ct will converge to the set
of optimal clusterings Ux˘ after some finite time T , but may continue to oscillate between
optimal clusterings in Ux˘ infinitely often. Since the clusterings obtained are nonetheless
optimal after time T , in an abuse of terminology we say that Ct has converged after time T .
At each time step t, the clustering Ct uniquely generates a partition Pt of the joint dataset D.
That is, Pt = (P1t , . . . ,PKt ) is the partition of D generated by Ct, where Pkt = Ck1 ∪ · · ·∪CkM ,
k = 1, . . . ,K. The implication of the above convergence result is that after some finite
time T , Pt converges to a partition of the collective dataset corresponding to a generalized
Lloyd’s minimum with parameter ρ.
We emphasize that the convergence of the cluster heads xt occurs over an infinite time
horizon, while the convergence of the clusters Ct occurs in finite time. However, the rate of
convergence of the cluster heads xt is generally exponential. In particular, note that if Ct
converges in finite time, then dynamics (25)–(27) are linear after time T and xt converges
exponentially to x˘.
Tradeoffs with Parameter ρ. The above results show that limit points of the NK-
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means algorithm may be brought arbitrarily close to the set of Lloyd’s minima by choosing
ρ sufficiently large. However, there is an inherent tradeoff in choosing ρ large. Loosely
speaking, as ρ→∞, the dynamics (25)–(27) place greater relative weight on terms from the
consensus component of the generalized multi-agent objective and less weight on K-means
components. In practice, as ρ→∞ this results in fast dynamics orthogonal to (i.e., towards)
the consensus subspace, and slower dynamics tangential to the consensus subspace. (This
may be formalized by considering the dynamics of the mean process x¯k(t) = 1M
∑M
m=1 x
k
m(t),
k = 1, . . . ,K.) Overall, this means that large values of ρ improve the quality of the limit
points of the NK-means algorithm, but can result in slower convergence.
Finite ρ convergence of Clusters. In the above discussion we observed that as t → ∞
(with ρ fixed), the cluster heads generated by the NK-means algorithm converge over an
infinite time horizon, while the clusters converge in finite time. A similar property holds
for the clusters obtained at generalized minima as ρ→∞.
Theorem 6 showed that, as ρ → ∞ the cluster heads obtained at generalized minima
with parameter ρ converge asymptotically to the set of Lloyds minima. As a corollary
to Theorem 6 we may show that there exists some finite ρ¯ such that for all ρ ≥ ρ¯, the
clustering obtained at any generalized minimum with parameter ρ is cost-equivalent to a
Lloyds minimum. This is formalized in the following result.
Corollary 9 (Finite ρ convergence of clusters) Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold.
There exists a ρ¯ > 0 such that for any ρ ≥ ρ¯ the following holds: Suppose (x˘ρ, C˘ρ) ∈ J ρ,
with x˘ρ ∈ Mρ. Let P˘ρ = (P˘ρ,1, . . . , P˘ρ,K) be the partition of D naturally generated by C˘ρ
as
P˘ρ,k = C˘ρ,k1 ∪ · · · ∪ C˘ρ,kM , k = 1, . . . ,K. (34)
Then the partition P˘ρ is cost equivalent to a classical Lloyd’s minimum. That is, there
exists a Lloyd’s minimum pair (x,P) ∈ L such that H(x,P) = H(x, P˘ρ).
A proof of this corollary can be found in Section 9.1.
Computing Optimal Clusterings. Many of our main results are asymptotic in nature.
However, we emphasize that this does not imply that the NK-means algorithm can only
be used to approximate an optimal K-means clustering.
We emphasize the following key implication of our results: For all values of ρ sufficiently
large, the NK-means algorithm will converge in finite-time to a K-means clustering that is
cost-equivalent to a Lloyd’s minimum. This follows from Theorem 8 and Corollary 9.
The technicality in the above statement (convergence to a cost-equivalent Lloyd’s mini-
mum clustering) arises due to the weak assumptions we make on the dataset. In particular,
we allow for D to possess repeated datapoints. As noted in Section 1, this is necessary due
to the multi-agent nature of the setup: e.g., two agents may collect some datapoints from
the same datasource or datastream. This introduces technical challenges into the analysis
and leads to slightly weaker convergence results (e.g., convergence to clusterings that are
cost-equivalent to Lloyd’s minima). However, for practical purposes the clusterings obtained
by the NK-means algorithm are functionally equivalent to Lloyd’s minima.
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7. Illustrative Example
We now present a simple example illustrating the operation and salient features of the NK-
means algorithm. Consider a system with 10 agents, let p = 1 so data points reside in R,
and let the data set Dm for agent m = 1, . . . , 10 be generated by drawing 50 independent
samples from the normal distribution N (µm, σ2m), with mean µm and variance σ2m. Note
that the full dataset D = ⋃10m=1Dm is drawn from a Gaussian mixture of the distributions
N (µm, σ2m), m = 1, . . . , 10.
We note that the behavior of classical K-means algorithm has been well studied for such
Gaussian mixture models and is known to be consistent in the sense of (Pollard, 1981). We
will not give an in-depth treatment of issues of statistical consistency here.
For our simulation example we let µ = (µm)
10
m=1 = (5, 20, 30, 60, 100, 5, 20, 30, 60, 100)
and let σ2m = 1 for all m. Note that, in this case, the full dataset is sampled from a uniform
mixture of 5 Gaussian distributions (µ consists of 5 distinct means repeated twice). Let
the number of clusters be set to K = 5 and let the graph G be given by a ring graph.
We let each agent’s initial estimate of the cluster heads, xm(0) = (x
k
m(0))
5
k=1 be given by
xm = (0, 20, 40, 60, 80).
Figure 1 plots the cluster head estimates for each agent over time for one instance
of the NK-means algorithm with the above initialization scheme for parameters ρ =
2, 5, 10, 102, 103, 104. For ρ small (ρ = 2, 5), consensus is weakly enforced; the cluster heads
of the individual agents are asymptotically separated and the algorithm performs relatively
poorly. For ρ ≥ 10 the vector of cluster head estimates xm(t) = (xkm(t))5k=1 approximates
well the vector of sample means of the Gaussian mixture.
In general, the partitions generated by the NK-means algorithm will converge in finite
time (see Section 6.1). The convergence time for the partitions for each value of ρ for this
example is given in Table 7. In contrast to the convergence of the partitions, the convergence
of the cluster heads (xkm(t)) occurs over an infinite time horizon. Using the linearity of
the update equations (25)–(27) it is straightforward to show that once the partitions have
converged, that rate of convergence of the cluster heads is exponential. However, as noted in
Section 6, there is an inherent tradeoff in the choice of ρ in terms of the rate of convergence.
In particular, increasing ρ improves the quality of limit points of the NK-means algorithm
(in terms of distance to Lloyd’s minima) and increases the rate at which agents approach
consensus. However, increasing ρ results in slower dynamics tangential to the consensus
subspace, and reduces the overall rate of convergence.
Table 7 shows that the partitions converge most quickly for ρ = 100. In Figure 1 we
see that as ρ increases, the cluster heads approach consensus more quickly, however, the
asymptotic rate of convergence towards the limiting cluster head tuple decreases, which
comports with the above observations.
We note that if agents were not permitted to share data and were to perform clustering
using their individual data alone, the cluster heads obtained at each individual agent would
be an extremely poor clustering for the full dataset. This example is constructed to em-
phasize the effects of a disparity between data obtained at different nodes. Heterogeneity
between datasets at different nodes can be common (and desirable) in practice given, for
example, geographic separation between nodes.
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Figure 1:
ρ
Partition
Convergence Time
2 > 5000
5 4026
10 1225
102 123
103 164
104 1015
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8. Convergence of NK-means
We will now establish the convergence of the NK-means algorithm to the set of generalized
minima of Qρ(·). In particular, we will prove Theorem 8.
We will proceed as follows: We will begin by showing some preliminary results. We will
then consider properties of limit points of the algorithm and then we will prove convergence
of the algorithm to the set Mρ. Theorem 8 will then follow immediately from Lemmas 14
and 17.
We begin by proving the following monotonic cost improvement property for the NK-
means algorithm. We use µt to denote the vector Vecm,kµ
k
m(t) at iteration t.
Lemma 10 Let {xt, Ct} be the sequence of cluster centers and clusters generated by the
iterative procedure (25)–(27) and let the weight parameter α satisfy Assumption 5.1. Then,
there exists a constant c(α) > 0 such that for each t ∈ N+ we have
Jρ(xt+1, Ct+1) ≤ Jρ(xt, Ct)− c(α)
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2 . (35)
Proof For each t, denote by W ρt (·) the non-negative function on RMKp such that
W ρt (x) = J
ρ(x, Ct) (36)
for all x ∈ RMKp, i.e., W ρt (·) is the clustering cost as a function of the cluster centers x
given the cluster assignments are fixed by Ct. Further, let N∗ = max(N1, . . . , NM ).
Claim 1. W ρt+1(xt) ≤ Jρ(xt, Ct), ∀t.
Indeed, note that the reassignment step, which allocates the data points at each agent to
the respective closest cluster centers (25)–(27), ensures that
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm(t+1)
‖y − xkm(t)‖2 ≤
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm(t)
‖y − xkm(t)‖2. (37)
Hence,
W ρt+1(xt) = J
ρ(xt, Ct+1)
=
1
ρ
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm(t+1)
‖y − xkm(t)‖2 + x>t (L⊗ IKp)xt
≤ 1
ρ
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm(t)
‖y − xkm(t)‖2 + x>t (L⊗ IKp)xt
= Jρ(xt, Ct). (38)
Claim 2. W ρt+1(xt+1) ≤W ρt+1(xt)− 2α (dmin − α((1/ρ)N∗ + λM (L)))
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2, ∀t.
For all m, k and t, denote by βkm(t) and γ
k
m(t) the quantities
βkm(t) = |Ωm|+
1
ρ
|Ckm(t)| and γkm(t) =
1
ρ
|Ckm(t)|. (39)
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Now, note that the functionW ρt+1(·) is convex and continuously differentiable in its argument
x and hence we have
W ρt+1(xt) ≥W ρt+1(xt+1) +∇W ρt+1(xt+1)> (xt − xt+1) . (40)
Noting that
xt+1 = xt − α
(
xt − µt+1
)
, (41)
where the components of µt+1 are defined in (27) and that the function W
ρ
t+1(·) may be
written as
W ρt+1(x) =
1
ρ
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm(t+1)
‖y − xkm‖2 + x>(L⊗ IKp)x, (42)
standard algebraic manipulations yield
∇W ρt+1(xt+1) = 2(βt+1 ⊗ Ip)
(
xt − µt+1
)− (2α(γt+1 ⊗ Ip) + 2α(L⊗ IKp)) (xt − µt+1) ,
(43)
where βt+1 and γt+1 are MK ×MK diagonal matrices with βt+1 = diag(βkm(t + 1)) and
γt+1 = diag(γ
k
m(t+ 1)).
Since for all m, k, t,
βkm(t) = |Ωm|+
1
ρ
|Ckm(t)| ≥ dmin (44)
and
γkm(t) =
1
ρ
|Ckm(t)| ≤ (1/ρ)N∗, (45)
it may be readily verified that
z>(βt+1 ⊗ Ip)z ≥ dmin‖z‖2 (46)
and
z>
(
2α(γt+1 ⊗ Ip) + 2α(L⊗ IKp)
)
z ≤ 2α((1/ρ)N∗ + λM (L))‖z‖2 (47)
for any z ∈ RMKp. Hence, by (40) and (43) we obtain
W ρt+1(xt) ≥W ρt+1(xt+1) + 2α
(
xt − µt+1
)>
(βt+1 ⊗ Ip)
(
xt − µt+1
)
− α (xt − µt+1)> (2α(γt+1 ⊗ Ip) + 2α(L⊗ IKp)) (xt − µt+1)
≥W ρt+1(xt+1) + 2αdmin
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2 (48)
− 2α2((1/ρ)N∗ + λM (L))
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2
=W ρt+1(xt+1) + 2α (dmin − α((1/ρ)N∗ + λM (L)))
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2 (49)
and Claim 2 follows.
To complete the final steps of the proof of Lemma 10, we note that the quantity
c(α) = 2α (dmin − α((1/ρ)N∗ + λM (L))) (50)
satisfies c(α) > 0 by Assumption 5.1. The assertion then follows immediately from Claims
1–2 and additionally noting that, by definition, W ρt+1(xt+1) = J
ρ(xt+1, Ct+1).
As an immediate corollary we obtain the following.
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Corollary 11 Let {xt} be the sequence of cluster centers generated by the iterative proce-
dure (25)–(27) and let the weight parameter α satisfy Assumption 5.1. Then, for each t we
have
Qρ(xt+1) ≤ Qρ(xt)− c(α)
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2 , (51)
where c(α) > 0 is defined in (35).
Proof Note that, by definition of Ux (see Section 4.2), we have for each Ĉ ∈ Uxt
Qρ(xt) =
M∑
m=1
1
ρ
∑
y∈Dm
min
1≤k≤K
‖y − xkm(t)‖2 +
∑
l∈Ωm
‖xm(t)− xl(t)‖2

=
M∑
m=1
1
ρ
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ĉkm
‖y − xkm(t)‖2
+
∑
l∈Ωm
‖xm(t)− xl(t)‖2

= Jρ(xt, Ĉ). (52)
In particular, Qρ(xt) = J
ρ(xt, Ct+1) since Ct+1 ∈ Uxt . Hence, by Lemma 10 we have
Qρ(xt+1) = minC
Jρ(xt+1, C) ≤ Jρ(xt+1, Ct+1)
≤ Jρ(xt, Ct+1)− c(α)
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2
= Qρ(xt)− c(α)
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2 . (53)
The following boundedness of the iterate sequence {xt} is also immediate.
Proposition 12 Let the hypotheses of Lemma 10 hold. Let co(x0,D) denote the closed
convex hull of the set of data points in D and the center initializations xkm(0), m = 1, · · · ,M
and k = 1, · · · ,K. Then, it holds that
xkm(t) ∈ co(x0,D), ∀m, k, t. (54)
Proof The proof follows by induction. Clearly, xkm(0) ∈ co(x0,D) for all m, k. Suppose
that the assertion holds for all times s such that 0 ≤ s ≤ t. Now, observe that, by (27), for
all m, k, µkm(t+1) is a convex combination of data points in D and the current cluster center
estimates xkl (t), m = 1, · · · ,M and k = 1, · · · ,K. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, i.e.,
xkl (t) ∈ co(x0,D) for all l, k, it readily follows that
µkm(t+ 1) ∈ co(x0,D), ∀m, k. (55)
Also, note that by (26),
xkm(t+ 1) = (1− α)xkm(t) + αµkm(t+ 1), ∀m, k. (56)
Further, by Assumption 5.1, α ≤ 1, since dmin ≤ λM (L) by standard properties of the
Laplacian. Hence, by (55)–(56), xkm(t + 1) ∈ co(x0,D) for all m, k, being a convex combi-
nation of points in co(x0,D). This completes the induction step and the assertion follows.
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Analysis of Limit Points. We will now show that limit points of the distributed algo-
rithm (25)–(27) are generalized minima in the sense of Definition 3.
We start with the following intermediate result which shows that the set-valued mapping
Ux is continuous in an appropriate sense (namely, x 7→ Ux is upper hemicontinuous (Aubin
and Frankowska, 2009)).
Lemma 13 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 hold. For each x˘ ∈ RMKp, a set of
potential cluster centers, there exists εx˘ > 0 such that Ux ⊂ Ux˘ for all x ∈ RMKp with
‖x− x˘‖ < εx˘.
Proof Let x˘ ∈ RKMp be fixed. For each m and y ∈ Dm let ωm,y be the subset of indices
in {1, · · · ,K} such that k ∈ ωm,y if and only if
‖y − x˘km‖ ≤ ‖y − x˘k´m‖ ∀k´ ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. (57)
Note that, by the above construction, for each m and y ∈ Dm, the quantity
min
k´ /∈ωm,y
‖y − x˘k´m‖ −min
k´
‖y − x˘k´m‖ (58)
is strictly positive (could be ∞), where we adopt the convention that the minimum of an
empty set is ∞. Since the total number of data points across all the agents is finite, there
exists ε > 0 such that
min
m,y∈Dm
(
min
k´ /∈ωm,y
‖y − x˘k´m‖ −min
k´
‖y − x˘k´m‖
)
> ε. (59)
Now, consider any x ∈ RMKp such that
‖xkm − x˘km‖ < ε/2 ∀m, k. (60)
We now show that Ux ⊂ Ux˘ for all x satisfying (60).
To this end, let C ∈ Ux and assume on the contrary that C /∈ Ux˘. Then, by the
construction above, there exist a triple (m,n, k) such that y ∈ Ckm and k /∈ ωm,y. Also, by
definition, since y ∈ Ckm and Ckm ∈ Ux, we have that
‖y − xkm‖ ≤ ‖y − xk´m‖ ∀k´ ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. (61)
Hence, by (60)–(61), we have for all k´
‖y − x˘km‖ < ‖y − xkm‖+ ε/3 ≤ ‖y − xk´m‖+ ε/2
In particular, letting k0 ∈ ωm,y we have
‖y − x˘km‖ < ‖y − x˘k0m‖+ ε/2. (62)
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On the other hand, by (59), since k /∈ ωm,y we have that
‖y − x˘km‖ > ‖y − x˘k0m‖+ ε, (63)
which clearly contradicts (62). Hence, we conclude that C ∈ Ux˘ and, more importantly, that
Ux ⊂ Ux˘ for all x ∈ RMKp satisfying (60). Hence, the desired assertion follows by taking εx˘
to be ε/2.
The following lemma considers properties of limit points of the NK-means algorithm.
It does not, however, establish that a limit exists.
Lemma 14 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 hold. Then, any limit point x˘ of the
sequence {xt} of cluster centers is a generalized minimum in the sense of Definition 3.
Proof By the definition of Ux, it suffices to show that the set U x˘ is non-empty. To this
end, let {xts}s≥0 be a subsequence of {xt}, the sequence of cluster centers generated by the
distributed algorithm, such that xts → x˘ as t → ∞. Note that by Proposition 12 such a
subsequence exists.
First, note that by Lemma 13 the following claim holds.
Claim 1. There exists s0 sufficiently large such that Cts+1 ∈ Ux˘ for all s ≥ s0.
Now, for the sake of contradiction suppose that U x˘ = ∅. This implies that for each
Ĉ ∈ Ux˘ there exist m and k such that
x˘km 6=
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ĉkm y +
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k
l
(1/ρ)|Ĉkm|+ |Ωm|
. (64)
Since Ux˘ consists of a finite number of elements, we have that
ε1 = min
Ĉ∈Ux˘
∥∥∥x˘− µ(x˘, Ĉ)∥∥∥ > 0, (65)
where µ(x˘, Ĉ) = Vecm,k
(
µkm(x˘, Ĉ)
)
with
µkm(x˘, Ĉ) =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ĉkm y +
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k
l
(1/ρ)|Ĉkm|+ |Ωm|
(66)
for each m, k. Recall that by Claim 1 there exists s0 such that Cts+1 ∈ Ux˘ for all s ≥ s0.
Let s1 ≥ s0 be sufficiently large such that(
1 +
√
MKdmax
dmin
)
‖xts − x˘‖ <
ε1
2
(67)
for all s ≥ s1.
By the triangle inequality, we obtain for each s
‖xts − µts+1‖ ≥ ‖x˘− µ(x˘, Cts+1)‖ − ‖xts − x˘‖ − ‖µ(x˘, Cts+1)− µts+1‖. (68)
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Note that by (52) we have
∥∥∥µkm(x˘, Cts+1)− µkm(ts + 1)∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥
∑
l∈Ωm(x˘
k
l − xkl (ts))
(1/ρ)|Ĉkm(ts+1)|+ |Ωm|
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ dmax
dmin
‖xts − x˘‖ (69)
for all s. Hence, by (67), we have for all s ≥ s1∥∥∥xts − x˘‖+ ‖µ(x˘, Cts+1)− µts+1∥∥∥ ≤
(
1 +
√
MKdmax
dmin
)
‖xts − x˘‖ <
ε1
2
. (70)
Also, note that Cts+1 ∈ Ux˘ for all s ≥ s1 and hence, by (65) we have
‖x˘− µ(x˘, Cts+1)‖ ≥ ε1 ∀s ≥ s1. (71)
Substituting (70)–(71) in (68) we obtain
‖xts − µts+1‖ > ε1/2 ∀s ≥ s1. (72)
Note that, by Lemma 10, we have for each t
Jρ(xt+1, Ct+1) ≤ Jρ(xt, Ct)− c(α)
∥∥xt − µt+1∥∥2 , (73)
and hence unrolling the recursion
Jρ(xt, Ct) ≤ Jρ(x0, C0)− c(α)
t−1∑
r=0
∥∥xr − µr+1∥∥2 . (74)
Since, by (72),
∞∑
r=0
∥∥xr − µr+1∥∥2 ≥ ∞∑
s≥s1
∥∥∥xts − µts+1∥∥∥2 =∞, (75)
we obtain from (74) that
lim sup
t→∞
Jρ(xt, Ct) = −∞. (76)
Clearly, (76) contradicts the fact that the clustering cost J(·, ·) is non-negative and we con-
clude that the assertion U x˘ = ∅ is false. Hence, U x˘ 6= ∅ and we conclude that the limit
point x˘ is a generalized minimum in the sense of Definition 3.
A few more manipulations yield a stronger result concerning the limiting behavior of
clusters.
Lemma 15 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 and 5.1 hold, let x˘ be a limit point of the sequence
{xt} of cluster centers generated by the distributed algorithm (25)–(27), and let {xts}s≥0 be
a subsequence such that xts → x˘ as s → ∞. Then, there exists s´ large enough such that
Cts+1 ∈ U x˘ for all s ≥ s´.
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Proof Recall that U x˘ is non-empty by Lemma 14. Now suppose on the contrary that the
assertion in Lemma 15 does not hold. Then, there exists a further subsequence {xt´r}r≥0,
which is a subsequence of {xts}s≥0, such that Ct´r+1 /∈ U x˘ for all r ≥ 0. Note that the
subsequence {xt´r} inherits the limiting properties of the subsequence {xts}, and hence, by
Lemma 13 we conclude that there exists r0 sufficiently large such that
Ct´r+1 ∈ Ux˘ ∀r ≥ r0. (77)
Since, by construction, Ct´r+1 /∈ U x˘ for all r ≥ 0, (77) implies that the set Ux˘ \ U x˘ is
non-empty and hence,
ε2 = min
Ĉ∈Ux˘\U x˘
∥∥∥x˘− µ(x˘, Ĉ)∥∥∥ > 0, (78)
where µ(x˘, Ĉ) is defined as in (66). Note that xt´r → x˘ as r → ∞ and let r1 ≥ r0 be
sufficiently large such that (
1 +
√
MKdmax
dmin
)∥∥xt´r − x˘∥∥ < ε22 (79)
for all r ≥ r1. Now, repeating the arguments as in (68)–(72) (applied to the subsequence
{xt´r}) we obtain
‖xt´r − µt´r+1‖ > ε2/2 ∀r ≥ r1. (80)
By similar reasoning as in (73)–(76) we finally derive the conclusion that
lim sup
t→∞
Jρ(xt, Ct) = −∞. (81)
Clearly, (81) contradicts the fact that the clustering cost J(·, ·) is non-negative and hence
the assertion that Cts+1 /∈ U x˘ infinitely often (i.o.) is false. Lemma 15 now follows immedi-
ately.
Remark 16 (Finte-Time Convergence of Partitions) The above Lemma shows that
if xt → x˘, then after some finite number of iterations t´, the partitions generated by the
NK-means algorithm satisfy Ct ∈ Ux˘ for all t ≥ t´. We note that, if the limit point x˘ is such
that each x˘km, k = 1, . . . ,K, m = 1, . . . ,M in x˘ is not equidistant from any two datapoints
then Ux˘ will consist of a unique partition. In such cases, the above result implies that the
sequence of partitions {Ct} generated by the NK-means algorithm converges (to the unique
partition) in finite time. Aside from exceptional cases, in practice we generally expect the
sequence of partitions to converge in finite time.
Convergence. We now establish the convergence of the distributed scheme (25)–(27) to a
generalized minimum. The following result is crucial to establishing the convergence of the
distributed clustering procedure.
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Lemma 17 (Local stability of generalized minima) Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,
and 5.1 hold and let {xt} be the sequence of cluster centers generated by the distributed
procedure (25)–(27). Suppose that x˘ is a generalized minimum in the sense of Definition 3.
Then there exists εx˘ > 0, small enough, such that, for each ε ∈ (0, εx˘) there exists tε with
the following property : If
‖xt´ − x˘‖∞ ≤ ε (82)
for some t´ ≥ tε, then
‖xt − x˘‖∞ ≤ ε, ∀t ≥ t´. (83)
Proof In what follows we will explicitly determine εx˘ and tε for all ε ∈ (0, εx˘) and show
that if |xt´− x˘‖∞ ≤ ε for some t´ ≥ tε, then ‖xt´+1− x˘‖∞ ≤ ε. The assertion (83) for all t ≥ t´
will then follow by simple induction.
To this end, consider the following constructions: Recall Corollary 11 and, in partic-
ular, (51), and let Qρ be the limit of the non-increasing sequence {Qρ(xt)} of clustering
costs, i.e.,
Qρ = lim
t→∞Q
ρ(xt) = inf
t≥0
Qρ(xt). (84)
Since x˘ is a generalized minimum of Qρ(·), by (24) we have U x˘ 6= ∅. Note that for each
Ĉ ∈ Ux˘ \ U x˘
‖µ(x˘, Ĉ)− x˘‖ > 0, (85)
where µ(x˘, Ĉ) is defined in (66). Since the cardinality of Ux˘ is finite, we conclude that there
exists ε2 > 0 (could be ∞) such that
min
Ĉ∈Ux˘\U x˘
‖µ(x˘, Ĉ)− x˘‖ > ε2. (86)
Now, recall the constant c(α) in (51), the positive constant εx˘ in Lemma 13, and define εx˘
to be
εx˘ = min
(
εx˘√
MK
, c−12 ε2
)
, (87)
where ε2 is defined in (86) and c2 = 1 +
√
MKdmax
dmin
.
Finally, for each ε ∈ (0, εx˘) choose tε to be such that
Qρ(xt) ≤ Qρ + c(α)
2
(ε2 − c2ε)2 ∀t ≥ tε. (88)
Note that such choice of tε exists by (84) and the fact that (ε2 − c2ε) > 0 by (87).
Now, fixing ε ∈ (0, εx˘) we show that if t´ is such that t´ ≥ tε and ‖xt´ − x˘‖∞ < ε, then
‖xt´+1 − x˘‖∞ < ε. This is accomplished in two steps: first (see Claim 1 below), we show
that under the stated conditions Ct´+1 ∈ U x˘ and subsequently ‖xt´+1 − x˘‖∞ < ε.
Claim 1. Let ε ∈ (0, εx˘), t´ ≥ tε, and ‖xt´ − x˘‖∞ < ε. Then Ct´+1 ∈ U x˘.
Suppose on the contrary that Ct´+1 /∈ U x˘.
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From (87)
‖xt´ − x˘‖ ≤
√
MKp‖xt´ − x˘‖∞ < εx˘, (89)
and hence, by Lemma 13, Uxt´ ⊂ Ux˘. This implies, see (25)–(27), that Ct´+1 ∈ Ux˘. Letting
µ(x, C) be as defined in (66) we then have, for each m, k,∥∥∥µkm(t´+ 1)− µkm(x˘, Ct´+1)∥∥∥ =∥∥∥∥∥(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm(t´+1) y +
∑
l∈Ωm x
k
l (t´)
(1/ρ)|Cmk (t´+ 1)|+ |Ωm|
−
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm(t´+1) y +
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k
l
(1/ρ)|Cmk (t´+ 1)|+ |Ωm|
∥∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∑
l∈Ωm
(
xkl (t´)− x˘kl
)∥∥
(1/ρ)|Cmk (t´+ 1)|+ |Ωm|
≤ dmax‖xt´ − x˘‖∞
dmin
(90)
≤ dmaxε
dmin
, (91)
and thus ∥∥µt´+1 − µ(x˘, Ct´+1)∥∥ ≤ √MKdmaxεdmin . (92)
Now, since Ct´+1 /∈ U x˘, we have (see (86))∥∥µ(x˘, Ct´+1)− x˘∥∥ > ε2, (93)
which together with (92) leads to the estimate∥∥µt´+1 − x˘∥∥ ≥ ∥∥µ(x˘, Ct´+1)− x˘∥∥− ∥∥µt´+1 − µ(x˘, Ct´+1)∥∥
> ε2 −
√
MKdmaxε
dmin
. (94)
It then follows that ∥∥xt´ − µt´+1∥∥ ≥ ∥∥µt´+1 − x˘∥∥− ‖xt´ − x˘‖
> ε2 −
√
MKdmaxε
dmin
− ε (95)
= ε2 − c2ε, (96)
where c2 is as in (87). Together with corollary 11, (88), and the fact that t´ ≥ tε this yields
Qρ(xt´+1) ≤ Qρ(xt´)− c(α)‖xt´ − µt´+1‖2
≤ Qρ + (c(α)/2)(ε2 − c2ε)2 − c(α)(ε2 − c2ε)2 < Qρ. (97)
This clearly contradicts (84) and we conclude that Ct´+1 ∈ U x˘, thus establishing Claim 1.
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To complete the proof, note that by (26) we have(
xt´+1 − x˘
)
= (1− α) (xt´ − x˘) + α
(
µt´+1 − x˘
)
. (98)
Since Ct´+1 ∈ U x˘, we have µ(x˘, Ct´+1) = x˘ and hence, by (66) it follows that for all m and k
we have ∥∥∥µkm(t´+ 1)− x˘km∥∥∥∞ ≤
∑
l∈Ωm
∥∥xkl (t´)− x˘kl ∥∥∞
(1/ρ)|Cmk (t´+ 1)|+ |Ωm|
≤ |Ωm|.‖xt´ − x˘‖∞|Ωm| (99)
≤ ‖xt´ − x˘‖∞. (100)
By (98)–(99) we then obtain∥∥xt´+1 − x˘∥∥∞ ≤ (1− α) ‖xt´ − x˘‖∞ + α‖xt´ − x˘‖∞
≤ ‖xt´ − x˘‖∞ < ε. (101)
In particular, we have shown that if ε ∈ (0, εx˘) and t´ is such that t´ ≥ tε and ‖xt´− x˘‖∞ < ε,
then ‖xt´+1− x˘‖∞ < ε. A simple inductive argument yields that ‖xt− x˘‖∞ < ε for all t ≥ t´.
Proof of Theorem 8. Theorem 8 now follows immediately from Lemmas 14–17. In
particular, the fact that {xt} converges to a generalized minimum x˘ of Qρ(·) follows from
Lemmas 14 and 17. Having established the convergence of {xt} to x˘, the existence of a
finite T such that Ct ∈ Ux˘ for all t ≥ T follows immediately from Lemma 15.
9. Generalized Minima and Lloyd’s Minima
In this section we will study asymptotic properties of the set of generalized minima of Qρ
as ρ→∞ and, in particular, we will prove Theorem 31.
To facilitate the discussion below, we introduce some notation. For z ∈ RKp, denote by
Vz the subset of partitions P of the collective data set D such that P =
{P1,P2, · · · ,PK} ∈
Vz if, for all y ∈ D,
y ∈ Pk =⇒ ‖y − zk‖ ≤ ‖y − zk´‖, ∀k´. (102)
From the definition of Lloyd’s minima, it follows that z ∈ Z if and only if there exists a
P ∈ Vz with the property that ∣∣∣Pk∣∣∣ zk = ∑
y∈Pk
y (103)
for all k.
We now prove Theorem 31.
Proof [Proof of Theorem 31] A necessary condition for z ∈ RKp to be an element of
Z is that there exist a partition P = (Pk)Kk=1 such that for each for each k = 1, . . . ,K,
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the subvector zk is the centroid of Pk. Since the number of possible partitions is finite,
this implies that Z is finite, and in particular, compact. Note that the sequence {x˘ρm}ρ∈N+ ,
for each m, is bounded (by hypothesis). It then suffices to show that each limit point of
{x˘ρm}ρ∈N+ belongs to Z.
To this end, without loss of generality, suppose that x˘ρ → x as ρ→∞. Then, necessar-
ily, by Lemma 22 we have x = 1M ⊗z for some z ∈ RKp, i.e., the agent cluster centers reach
consensus as ρ → ∞. Clearly, z ∈ co(D). To claim the desired assertion, it is sufficient to
show that z ∈ Z, which is achieved below.
Since x˘ρ ∈Mρ, for each ρ, by Proposition 5 there exists a clustering Cρ ∈ Ux˘ρ such that
the tuple (x˘ρ, Cρ) ∈ J ρ, and hence, in particular, we have for all m and k∣∣∣Cρ,km ∣∣∣ x˘ρ,km = ∑
y∈Cρ,km
y + ρ
∑
l∈Ωm
(
x˘ρ,kl − x˘ρ,km
)
. (104)
By the symmetricity of the inter-agent communication graph we have
M∑
m=1
∑
l∈Ωm
(
x˘ρ,kl − x˘ρ,km
)
= 0, (105)
and hence, summing both sides of (104) over m, we obtain for all k∑
m
∣∣∣Cρ,km ∣∣∣ x˘ρ,km = ∑
m
∑
y∈Cρ,km
y. (106)
For each ρ and k, let
Pρ,k = Cρ,k1 ∪ Cρ,k2 ∪ · · · ∪ Cρ,kM , (107)
and note that Pρ = {Pρ,1,Pρ,2, · · · ,Pρ,K} is a valid partition of D.
Since x˘ρ → x as ρ → ∞, by Lemma 13 there exists ρ0 > 0 such that Ux˘ρ ⊂ Ux for all
ρ ≥ ρ0. Since x = (z, z, · · · , z) it then follows that (see (102))
Pρ ∈ Vz, ∀ρ ≥ ρ0. (108)
By (106)–(107) and simple algebraic manipulations we obtain, for all k,∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣Pρ,k∣∣∣ zk − ∑
y∈Pρ,k
y
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∑
m
∣∣∣Cρ,km ∣∣∣ ∥∥∥x˘ρ,km − zk∥∥∥ . (109)
Now fix ε > 0 and choose ρ(ε) ≥ ρ0 such that∥∥∥x˘ρ,k − zk∥∥∥ ≤ ε
M |D| , ∀m, k. (110)
Then Pρ(ε) ∈ Vz and by (109) we obtain
max
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣Pρ(ε),k∣∣∣ zk − ∑
y∈Pρ(ε),k
y
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ maxk
∑
m
∣∣∣Cρ(ε),km ∣∣∣ ∥∥∥x˘ρ(ε),k − zk∥∥∥ (111)
≤ ε
M |D|
(
max
k
∑
m
∣∣∣Cρ(ε),km ∣∣∣
)
(112)
≤ ε. (113)
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In other words, for each ε > 0, there exists a valid partition P .= Pρ(ε) of D such that
Pρ(ε) ∈ Vz and
max
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣Pρ(ε),k∣∣∣ zk − ∑
y∈Pρ(ε),k
y
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ε. (114)
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we have,
min
P∈Vz
max
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣Pρ(ε),k∣∣∣ zk − ∑
y∈Pρ(ε),k
y
∥∥∥∥∥∥ = 0. (115)
Since the number of partitions in Vz is finite, there exists P∗ ∈ Vz such that
max
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣P∗,k∣∣∣ zk − ∑
y∈P∗,k
y
∥∥∥∥∥∥ = 0. (116)
Thus, by the equivalent characterization of Lloyd’s minima in (102)–(103), we conclude that
z ∈ Z leading to the desired assertion.
We remark that using similar arguments to the above proof it is straightforward to
strengthen Theorem 6 slightly achieving the following uniform convergence property.
Corollary 18 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold. Then, we have that
lim
ρ→∞ sup
x˘ρ∈Mρ
max
m=1,··· ,M
d
(
x˘ρm,Z
)
= 0, (117)
where for each ρ, x˘ρ ∈ Mρ and m, the quantity x˘ρm denotes the K-tuple {x˘ρ,1m , · · · , x˘ρ,Km }
of cluster center estimates at an agent m.
In particular, we have that, for each ε > 0, there exists ρε
.
= ρε(D,G), a function of the
data set D and the inter-agent communication topology G only, such that
d
(
x˘ρm,Z
) ≤ ε (118)
for all m, ρ ≥ ρε and x˘ρ ∈Mρ.
9.1 Convergence of Clusters for Finite ρ
We now prove Corollary 9.
Proof Suppose (x,P) ∈ L is a Lloyd’s minimum and let xˆ = (x˘, . . . , x˘) be the M -fold
repetition of x. Suppose that C˘ ∈ Uxˆ and let P˘ be the partition of D generated by C˘ in the
usual way (34). By the definition of Uxˆ we see that H(x,P) = H(x, P˘).
Since the set of Lloyd’s minima is finite, By Lemma 13, there exists an  > 0 such that
for each x ∈ Z, and xˆ = (x, . . . ,x) (again, the M -fold repetition of x) and all x˜ within a
ball of radius  of x, there holds Ux˜ ⊂ Uxˆ.
The result now follows from Theorem 6.
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10. Global Minima
We will now study properties of the set of global minima of Qρ as ρ→∞ and, in particular,
we will prove Theorem 6. We will begin by considering basic properties of set of global
minima of Qρ in Section 10.1. In Section 10.2 we will then consider the behavior of this set
as ρ→∞ and we will give the proof of Theorem 32
10.1 Properties of Mρg
We start with the following result which shows that, at a global minimum (x˘, C˘) of Jρ,
the partition P = {P1, . . . ,PK} of D formed as Pk = Ck1 ∪ · · · ∪ CkM , k = 1, . . . ,K, is
non-degenerate in the sense that Pk 6= ∅ for any k.
Lemma 19 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold, let ρ ∈ N+ be given, and suppose that
the tuple (x˘, C) is a global minimizer of the formulation (15), i.e., (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg . Then, for
all k, we have that
M⋃
m=1
Ckm 6= ∅. (119)
Proof The proof is achieved by contradiction. Suppose the tuple (x˘, C) does not sat-
isfy (119) for all k. Then, by Assumption 3.1, there exists k´ such that Ck´ has at least two
distinct data points, where
Ck´ =
M⋃
m=1
Ckm. (120)
We now show that the following holds:
Claim 1. There exists m´ ∈ {1, · · · ,M} and a data point ŷ ∈ Ck´m´ such that ŷ 6= x˘k´m´.
Now, supposing to the contrary that Claim 1 as noted above does not hold, we must
have for all m = 1, · · · ,M
y = x˘k´m if y ∈ Ck´m. (121)
The only way the above assertion is possible is if each Ck´m, m = 1, · · · ,M , contains no
more than one distinct data point. Since, by construction Ck´ has at least two distinct data
points, this implies that there exist m1 and m2 in {1, · · · ,M} such that x˘k´m1 6= x˘k´m2 , which
by Assumption 4.1 and properties of the associated Laplacian matrix L further imply that
(L⊗ Ip) xk´ 6= 0, (122)
where xk´ = Vecm(x
k´
m). Now note that, by Proposition 5 and the fact that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg (by
hypothesis), we have (x˘, C) ∈ J ρ. This, in turn, implies that (by Definition 3)
x˘k´m =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ck´m y +
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k´
l
(1/ρ)|Ck´m|+ |Ωm|
(123)
for all m. Now, in either case, i.e., as to whether |Ck´m| = 0 or not for a given m, combin-
ing (121) and (123) we obtain
x˘k´m =
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k´
l
|Ωm| (124)
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for each m. This, in turn, implies that (L⊗ Ip) xk´ = 0 which clearly contradicts with (122).
Hence, we conclude that Claim 1 must hold.
Now, by the contradiction hypothesis set up in (120), there exists k0 6= k´ such that
Ck0m = ∅ for all m. Further, by Claim 1, there exist m´ ∈ {1, · · · ,M} and a data point
ŷ ∈ Ck´m´ such that ŷ 6= x˘k´m´. Consider the following potential tuple of cluster centers and
clusters (x̂, Ĉ) defined as follows:
x̂km =
{
x˘km for all m and k 6= k0
ŷ for all m and k = k0,
(125)
Ĉkm =
 C
k´
m´ \ {ŷ} if m = m´ and k = k´
{ŷ} if m = m´ and k = k0
Ckm otherwise
(126)
In other words, the tuple (x̂, Ĉ) is obtained by essentially transferring the data point ŷ from
the k´-th cluster at agent m´ to the k0-th cluster at m´ (the latter cluster is empty as far as
the tuple (x˘, C) is concerned), while setting the cluster centers x̂k0m , m = 1, · · · ,M , to be
all equal to ŷ. By directly computing the costs Jρ(·) associated with the tuples (x˘, C) and
(x̂, Ĉ) it readily follows that
Jρ(x̂, Ĉ) < Jρ(x˘, C). (127)
(Note that by Claim 1 the data point ŷ incurs a strictly positive cost in the assignment
(x˘, C) whereas contributes to zero cost in (x̂, Ĉ); also, the cluster center agreement costs
stay the same by construction (125).) Clearly, (127) contradicts with the fact that the tuple
(x˘, C) is a global minimizer and the desired assertion follows.
We now obtain the following result.
Lemma 20 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 hold. Then, for each x˘ ∈ Mρg we have
that
x˘km ∈ co(D) (128)
for all m and k.
Proof Recall that x˘ ∈Mρg if and only if there exists a C such that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg . Moreover,
recall that a necessary condition for (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg is that x˘ be a global minimizer of the
(quadratic) function x 7→ Jρ(x, C) (see Remark 4).
For the sake of contradiction, suppose that x ∈Mρg but x˘km /∈ co(D) for some m and k.
Let C be a partition such that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg . We will show that there exists an xˆ such that
Jρ(xˆ, C) < Jρ(x˘, C) which contradicts the hypothesis that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρg (or equivalently, that
x˘ ∈Mρg).
Let I = {(m, k) : x˘km /∈ co(D)} denote the set of non-compliant indices and let PD :
Rp → co(D) be the conventional projection operator onto co(D) given by
PD(x) = {z ∈ co(D) : ‖x− z‖ ≤ ‖x− z′‖ ∀z′ ∈ co(D)},
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Note that since co(D) is convex and compact, PD(x) is non-empty and single valued for all
x ∈ Rp and, moreover, PD is nonexpansive in the sense that for any x,y ∈ Rp,
‖PD(x)− PD(y)‖ ≤ ‖x− y‖. (129)
Let xˆ = Vecm,k(xˆ
k
m), where for each (m, k)
xˆkm = PD(x˘
k
m).
Let z be an arbitrary element of co(D). Since co(D) is convex, for each m, k we have that
(z− xˆkm)T (x˘km − xˆkm) ≤ 0.
By the law of cosines this gives
‖z− x˘km‖2 = ‖z− xˆkm‖2 + ‖x˘km − xˆkm‖2 − 2(z− xˆkm)T (x˘km − xˆkm) (130)
≥ ‖z− xˆkm‖2 + ‖x˘km − xˆkm‖2 (131)
for any m = 1, . . . ,M , k = 1, . . . ,K. Since co(D) is compact, for each (m, k) ∈ I we have
‖x˘km − xˆkm‖ > 0, and hence
‖z− x˘km‖2 > ‖z− xˆkm‖2. (132)
Furthermore, by (129) we have that ‖xˆkm− xˆk` ‖2 ≤ ‖x˘km− x˘k` ‖2 for all m, ` ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
and k = 1, . . . ,K. Thus we see that
Jρ(x˘, C) =
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm
‖y − x˘km‖2 +
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
`∈Ωm
‖x˘km − x˘k` ‖2 (133)
<
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
y∈Ckm
‖y − xˆkm‖2 +
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
∑
`∈Ωm
‖xˆkm − xˆk` ‖2 (134)
= Jρ(xˆ, C), (135)
where the strict inequality follows from (132) and the fact that I 6= ∅. This completes the
proof.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 5 and Lemma 20 we obtain the following
result.
Corollary 21 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold. Then, we have that
Mρg ⊂Mρ. (136)
10.2 Limiting behavior of the sets Mρg and Mρ as ρ→∞
We start with the following result that quantifies the deviation from consensus of the agent
cluster center estimates at a generalized minimum. We note that Corollary 21 allows us to
study properties of Mρg by studying Mρ. This is the approach we will take here.
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Lemma 22 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold and let x˘ ∈ Mρ. Then, for all k, we
have that ∥∥∥x˘km − x˘kl ∥∥∥ ≤ 4√MR0|D|ρλ2(L) (137)
for each pair (m, l) of agents, where
R0 = max
v∈co(D)
‖v‖ (138)
and λ2(L) denotes the second largest eigenvalue of the communication network graph Lapla-
cian L.
Proof Let C be such that (x˘, C) ∈ J ρ. By Definition 3 we have that
x˘km =
(1/ρ)
∑
y∈Ckm y +
∑
l∈Ωm x˘
k
l
(1/ρ)|Ckm|+ |Ωm|
(139)
for all m and k. Rearranging (139) we obtain∥∥∥∥∥∥|Ωm|x˘km −
∑
l∈Ωm
x˘kl
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ (1/ρ)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
y∈C
y
∥∥∥∥∥∥+ (1/ρ)|Ckm|
∥∥∥x˘km∥∥∥ (140)
≤2R0|D|
ρ
, (141)
where R0 is defined in (138) and we used the fact that |Ckm| ≤ |D|. Fixing k and stack-
ing (140) over m, we obtain
∥∥∥(L⊗ Ip) x˘k∥∥∥ ≤ 2√MR0|D|
ρ
, (142)
where x˘k = Vecm(x˘
k
m). Denoting by x˘
k ∈ Rp the average
x˘k = (1/M)
M∑
m=1
x˘km (143)
and noting that (L⊗ Ip)x˘k = 0p we have∥∥∥(L⊗ Ip)(x˘k − 1p ⊗ x˘k)∥∥∥ ≤ 2√MR0|D|
ρ
. (144)
Now note that the vector
(
x˘k − 1p ⊗ x˘k
)
is orthogonal to the consensus subspace, i.e., the
subspace {x ∈ RKMp : x = 1M ⊗ a for some a ∈ RKp}, and hence we have that∥∥∥(L⊗ Ip)(x˘k − 1p ⊗ x˘k)∥∥∥ ≥ λ2(L) ∥∥∥x˘k − 1p ⊗ x˘k∥∥∥ , (145)
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where λ2(L) > 0 by Assumption 4.1. By (144)–(145) we obtain∥∥∥x˘km − x˘kl ∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥x˘km − x˘k∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥x˘kl − x˘k∥∥∥ (146)
≤ 2
∥∥∥x˘k − 1p ⊗ x˘k∥∥∥ (147)
≤ 2
λ2(L)
∥∥∥(L⊗ Ip)(x˘k − 1p ⊗ x˘k)∥∥∥ (148)
≤ 4
√
MR0|D|
ρλ2(L)
. (149)
We now quantify as a function of ρ the optimality gap between the K-means formula-
tion (2) and its relaxation (16).
Lemma 23 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold and let x˘ be a global minimizer of
Qρ(·), i.e., x˘ ∈Mρg. For each m, denote by x˘m the K-tuple {x˘1m, · · · , x˘Km}. Then, we have
that
F(x˘m) ≤ F∗ + 16
√
MR20|D|2
ρλ2(L)
, (150)
where F∗ is the global minimum value of (2) and R0 is defined in (138).
Proof Let z˘ be a global minimizer of (2), i.e., F(z˘) = F∗. Note that by definition of the
cost functions
F(z˘) = ρQρ(z˘, · · · , z˘). (151)
(The agreement part of the cost in (17) vanishes when all agents employ common cluster
center estimates.) Since x˘ ∈Mρg it then follows that
Qρ(x˘) ≤ (1/ρ)F(z˘). (152)
For each m and data point y ∈ Dm, let km,n ∈ {1, · · · ,K} be such that
‖y − x˘km,nm ‖ ≤ ‖y − x˘km‖ ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. (153)
Now fix m0 ∈ {1, · · · ,M} and consider the K-tuple x˘m0 = {x˘1m0 , · · · , x˘Km0}. Noting that
for all m and k (see Lemma 22)
‖x˘km − x˘km0‖ ≤
4
√
MR0|D|
ρλ2(L)
, (154)
we have that
‖y − x˘km,nm0 ‖2 − ‖y − x˘km,nm ‖2 (155)
=
(
‖y − x˘km,nm0 ‖+ ‖y − x˘km,nm ‖
)(
‖y − x˘km,nm0 ‖ − ‖y − x˘km,nm ‖
)
(156)
≤
(
2‖y + ‖x˘km,nm ‖+ ‖x˘km,nm0 ‖
)∥∥∥x˘km,nm − x˘km,nm0 ∥∥∥ (157)
≤ (4R0)4
√
MR0|D|
ρλ2(L)
=
16
√
MR20|D|
ρλ2(L)
, (158)
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where we also use the fact that x˘
km,n
m , x˘
km,n
m0 ∈ co(D) (see Lemma 20). Summing over all
y ∈ D both sides of (155), we obtain the estimate
∑
y∈D
‖y − x˘km,nm0 ‖2 ≤
∑
y∈D
‖y − x˘km,nm ‖2 + (|D|) 16
√
MR20|D|
ρλ2(L)
(159)
=
M∑
m=1
∑
y∈Dm
min
k=1,··· ,K
‖y − x˘km‖2 +
16
√
MR20|D|2
ρλ2(L)
. (160)
Noting that
F(x˘m0) ≤
∑
y∈D
‖y − x˘km,nm0 ‖2 (161)
and
M∑
m=1
∑
y∈Dm
min
k=1,··· ,K
‖y − x˘km‖2 ≤ ρQρ(x˘), (162)
we have by (159)
F(x˘m0) ≤ ρQρ(x˘) +
16
√
MR20|D|2
ρλ2(L)
. (163)
By (152) it follows that
F(x˘m0) ≤ F∗ +
16
√
MR20|D|2
ρλ2(L)
. (164)
Since (164) holds for all m0 ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, the desired assertion follows.
We now prove Theorem 7.
Proof [Proof of Theorem 7] Note that the set Zg is compact and the sequence {x˘ρm}ρ∈N+ ,
for each m, is bounded (see Lemma 20). It then suffices to show that each limit point xm
of {x˘ρm}ρ∈N+ belongs to Zg.
To this end, let {x˘ρsm}s≥0 be a convergent subsequence of {x˘ρm} such that x˘ρsm → xm as
s→∞. Now since x˘ρs ∈Mρsg , by Lemma 23 we have
F(x˘ρsm ) ≤ F∗ +
16
√
MR20|D|2
ρsλ2(L)
(165)
for all s, where F∗ is the global minimum value of (2). Now note that F(·) is a continuous
function and hence F(x˘ρsm )→ F(xm) as s→∞. Since ρs →∞ as s→∞ (by definition of
a subsequence), by taking the limit as s→∞ on (165) we obtain
F(xm) ≤ F∗. (166)
Since the K-tuple xm = {x1m, · · · ,xKm} is a feasible solution for the minimization formula-
tion (2), we conclude that F(xm) = F∗ and xm is a global minimizer of (2), i.e., xm ∈ Zg.
We have thus shown that each limit point of the sequence {x˘ρm}ρ∈N+ belongs to Zg which
establishes the assertion.
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Finally, we note that using similar arguments Lemma 7 can be strengthened to achieve
the following uniform convergence property.
Corollary 24 Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold. Then, we have that
lim
ρ→∞ supx˘ρ∈Mρg
max
m=1,··· ,M
d (x˘ρm,Zg) = 0, (167)
where for each ρ, x˘ρ ∈ Mρg and m, the quantity x˘ρm denotes the K-tuple {x˘ρ,1m , · · · , x˘ρ,Km }
of cluster center estimates at an agent m.
In particular, we have that, for ε > 0, there exists ρε
.
= ρε(D,G), a function of the data
set D and the inter-agent communication topology G only, such that
d (x˘ρm,Zg) ≤ ε (168)
for all m, ρ ≥ ρε and x˘ρ ∈Mρg.
11. Conclusions
The paper considered the problem of K-means clustering in networked IoT-type settings
where data is distributed among nodes of the network. The networked K-means (NK-
means) algorithm was proposed as a decentralized method for computing Lloyds minima in
such settings. Formal convergence guarantees for the NK-means algorithm were presented
in Theorems 6–8 and Corollary 9.
The present work focused on K-means clustering, i.e., clustering with an `2 distortion.
Future work may consider extensions of the techniques considered here to clustering with
`1 distortion (i.e., K-medians clustering) which may be more stable to outliers, or, more
generally, clustering with `p distortions or arbitrary convex distortions.
The present work did not address the issue of initialization or its effects on the obtained
clustering. In general, the efficiency of the clustering obtained by Lloyds algorithm (and
related procedures) can be sensitive to the initial choice of cluster heads (Milligan, 1980).
Extensions of the current work may consider techniques for initialization to ensure efficient
clusterings are obtained (e.g., variants of (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007; Ostrovsky et al.,
2006; Bahmani et al., 2012) adapted to the network-based framework). Other extensions
include specializing to settings where the data and/or statistics are structured in order
to achieve stronger guarantees (e.g., (Pollard, 1981; Serinko and Babu, 1992)), as well
as extensions to obtain other types of minima such as solutions in the sense of Hartigan
(Telgarsky and Vattani, 2010).
Appendix A
Glossary of Frequently used Notation. For convenience, this appendix collects symbols
used frequently throughout the paper.
• M is the number of agents
• Dm is the data set of agent m
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• D is the joint dataset D = D1 ∪ · · · ∪ DM
• Nm = |Dm|
• N = |D|
• Cm is the set of size-K partitions of Dm
• Ωm is the (communication) neighborhood of agent m relative to the graph G
• F(z), H(z,P) are cost functions associated with the (centralized) K-means formula-
tion
• Qρ(x), Jρ(x, C) are cost functions associated with the generalized (distributed) NK-
means formulation
• L is the set of partitions and cluster heads corresponding to Lloyd’s minima
• Z is the set of cluster heads corresponding to Lloyd’s minima
• Lg is the set of global minima of H(z,P)
• Zg is the set of global minima of F(z)
• J ρ is set of generalized Lloyd’s minima of Jρ(x, C)
• Mρ = {x = {x1, . . . ,xK} : (x, C) ∈ J ρ for some C}
• J ρg is the set of global minima of Jρ(x, C)
• Mρg is the set of global minima of Qρ(x)
• Mρ = {x˘ ∈Mρ : x˘km ∈ co(D) ∀m, k}
• Z = {x ∈ Z : xk ∈ co(D) ∀k}
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